
Proliferating data collection, advanced algorithms, and powerful computers have made it easy 
to piece together information about individuals’ private lives from public information as controls 
over information privacy become increasingly ineffective. 

PROBLEM

 ¾ Proliferating data collection, use, and publication present rapidly accumulating risks of 
private information disclosure that require regulation to mitigate. 

 ¾ Traditional approaches to anonymization, deidentification, and disclosure control fail to 
protect information at its current scale and are entirely unable to deal with new ways of 
utilizing information, such as generative AI. 

 ¾ Inherently imperfect legal and technical solutions must balance individuals’ and stakeholders’ 
needs for data privacy and accuracy.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS
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DATA PRIVACY PROTECTION: BY THE NUMBERS

4.8 Billions of individuals worldwide whose personal information is for commercial sale.1

462 Projected 2031 total revenue of worldwide “data broker” market in billions of U.S. dollars.2

156 Comparable revenues for that global market in 2012 in billions of U.S. dollars.2

81 Percentage of Americans concerned about how companies use their data.3

38.4 Percentage of 2010 U.S. Census responses that can be reidentified with high confidence.4

77 Percentage of Americans concerned that they don’t understand what the government does with their data.3

95 Percentage of individuals in a study of 1.5 million Europeans who could be uniquely characterized from 
just four random location records without using other personal data.5 

10,000 Minimum number of data types available for purchase from a major data broker.1,6

6.14 Millions of person-years estimated to be required annually to read all of the privacy policies for web 
services used and sites visited by U.S. internet users.7

350 Number of consumer privacy bills considered by U.S. state legislatures in 2023.8

3,519 Number of computer science papers on privacy posted to arXiv in 2023.9
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In an era of ubiquitous data collection and massive comput-
ing capacity, society faces unprecedented challenges to pro-
tecting information privacy. Technical advances in the fields 
of computer science, statistics, and information science 
both starkly illuminate privacy risks and have the potential 
to provide a foundation for privacy protection that is more 
systematic and effective. 

Privacy Risks Proliferate with Increased Data 
Collection and Analysis 
Foundational research conducted in computer science and 
statistics over the past two decades has revealed a truth that 
challenges every data analysis. Under what has come to be 
called the “fundamental law of information recovery,” every 
useful data analysis invariably leaks some information, 
and these leaks accumulate across computations. Too 
many independent analyses, even if highly aggregated, will 
inevitably reveal the underlying data itself.10

Further, research across a range of fields underscores that 
the predictability of many human behaviors in general can 
be used to distinguish specific individuals. For example, in 
a dataset of location information for 1.5 million represen-
tative people in a small European country, just four random 
location records uniquely characterized 95% of individuals 
without using direct personal identifiers—even when loca-
tion was measured only once every hour and with relatively 
low location precision.10 More generally, individuals may be 
uniquely distinguished through the measurement of a small 
number of behaviors observable across a variety of scales, 
including typing rhythm, walking patterns, shopping habits, 
writing style, and movie preferences.11

Additionally, increases in the frequency, precision, and other 
dimensions of data measurement have a high potential to  
create new and substantial privacy risks. For example, a niche 
mobile app that occasionally uses coarse location informa-
tion to provide localized weather forecasts poses lower risks 
but could still use collected data to behaviorally distinguish 
the unique owner of the phone. A similar but widely adopted 
weather app collecting more frequent and granular location 
information would represent a much greater threat to personal 
privacy, potentially enabling private information to be inferred 
about an individual user’s employment, exercise habits, health, 
and associations, or even potentially facilitating systematic 
surveillance.6 Generally, “small privacy risks can multiply unex-
pectedly, and potentially catastrophically unless protections are 
explicitly implemented to limit cumulative risk.”12

Anonymization Alone Cannot Adequately 
Protect Personal Privacy
As a general concept, individual information privacy 
encompasses both what others may learn about a person as 

a direct or indirect result of observations of or interactions 
with them and what others can do with that information. 

The term “anonymization” is used colloquially to refer to a col-
lection of overlapping but fundamentally different concepts, 
which are often only weakly protective. For example, in some 
common legal frameworks, anonymization is defined in terms 
of the removal of names or other specific data elements. It also 
can refer to the application of specific data transformations 
or to an expert’s determination that the data cannot readily be 
linked to an individual. Modern privacy theory, however, calls 
many of these techniques into question. Computer science 
has converged on an approach to anonymization that is more 
coherent and personally protective: Analyses (or other compu-
tations) are anonymized to the extent that they guarantee that 
(almost) no information specific to any individual is revealed 
as a result of the inclusion of their data in that analysis.

Such an approach to anonymization mitigates harm to 
individuals that may result from the use of their own specific 
information. However, anonymization in general cannot, 
even in theory, be used to ensure that algorithms based on 
personal data will be secure, protect groups of people from 
discrimination, protect information property rights, be  
explainable, be reasonable, or be used for legitimate purposes. 

In practice, current legal and technical anonymity 
safeguards are concerned primarily with the protection 
of individuals. Current formal anonymization methods 
alone do not provide substantial protection against 
inferences about groups, such as families, tribes, targeted 
organizations, or marginalized communities.

Advanced Privacy-Protecting Technologies 
Must Be Baked-In and Widely Implemented 
Twenty years ago, the discovery of the fundamental law of 
information recovery10 heralded a profound new challenge 
to privacy protection. Recognition of the limits of traditional 
approaches to protection—such as deidentification and sim-
ple aggregation, followed by release and benign neglect of the 
resulting data—subsequently gained significant and wide-
spread currency in both legal and technical scholarship.13

As the traditional approaches to protecting individual privacy 
have proved increasingly vulnerable to attack and prone to 
failure, modern privacy-enhancing technologies (PETs) have 
evolved to provide potentially more reliable and adaptable 
approaches to data protection. PETs offer new approaches to 
controlling information risks to individuals from data use, in-
cluding inference. While these new technologies sometimes 
require substantially more computing power than older pro-
tection technologies, PETs have the capability of providing 
protection that is more flexible, precise, and reliable.
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We face unprecedented challenges 
to protecting information privacy.

Too many independent analyses  
of a dataset will inevitably  

reveal the underlying data itself.
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Differential privacy, a formal mathematical framework, 
is generally considered to be the state of the art for strong 
anonymization. It provides provable quantifiable control 
over inferential risk (i.e., how much others can learn about 
any individual as a result of the inclusion of their data in an 
analysis). Other PETs, such as homomorphic encryption and 
secure multiparty computation, limit what analyses may be 
performed directly on the data but do not directly protect 
anonymity. Technical controls on use, such as personal data 
stores, access limitations, and logging, can limit who accesses 
data directly and increase accountability for data use. They do 
so by facilitating the enforcement of usage policies within a 
computer system and by supporting usage audits.14

Strong privacy does not occur by accident, nor should it be 
implemented as an afterthought. Best practices include 
designing controls spanning the entire data life cycle 
from collection to disposal, planning for multiple tiers 
of access to support different users and their needs, and 
tailoring information controls to specific intended data 
uses and potential privacy harms.15 Data processing should 
control inferential risk directly, preferably by using formal 
methods or, alternatively, by analysis based on conservative 
assumptions about the threat environment. 

Controls should be targeted to provide a meaningful level  
of protection to individuals and implemented with transpar- 
ency.15,16 These controls on inferential risk should be com-
bined with the aforementioned technical controls limiting 
direct access and use. Also required are procedural, econom-
ic, educational, legal, and policy controls on data processing 
that recognize the interactions between these domains. 
Those, in turn, must support monitoring and mitigation of 
cumulative risk. Such controls may protect data sufficiently 
to allow it to be used with necessary accuracy and detail.15,17

Privacy Regulation Must Keep Pace with 
Privacy Protection Technologies
Privacy risks have grown substantially with the explosion 
of online services, social media, and personal devices. 
There is now broad and substantial concern among 
stakeholders—including consumers, the media, and 
government—about these risks. Further, the fundamental 
economics of information prevent effective governance 
of privacy through purely market-based solutions and 
commercial self-regulation. In general, market-based 
solutions to privacy are plagued by the presence of 
externalities, information asymmetries, and human 
cognitive limits, as well as discouraged by economies of 
scope and scale.18

Managing privacy risks requires upgrading the current 
state of technical practice. Traditional disclosure 
limitation approaches have often failed to adequately 
protect privacy and will grow weaker over time. Managing 
privacy risks also requires new, broad and systematic 
regulation. As it stands, the underpinnings of data 
protection law fail to account for modern developments in 
the scientific understanding of information privacy.13,19 

The law needs to fully recognize the illusory nature of 
perfect privacy and accuracy and the inadequacy of current 
practices based on deidentification and aggregation. It 
can, however, rely on state-of-the-art privacy-enhancing 
technologies that provide strong protection guarantees. 
Modernized privacy protection thus should include 
rigorous protection measures as a matter of both private 
sector initiative and governmental mandate and require 
transparent and accountable data processing to address 
cumulative privacy risks.
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 ¾ To effectively protect privacy, controls must systematically address every stage of the data 
life cycle from collection to publication to disposal. 

 ¾ Effective data protection requires combining conservative threat assumptions, rigorous 
technical methods that limit inferences, and complementary non-technical controls on data use.

 ¾ Wherever reliable anonymization is needed, data policies should prefer the use of new 
privacy-enhancing technologies. 

 ¾ Regulation of data processing should reflect the need for multiple data access strategies 
to support a range of uses, the need to explicitly manage cumulative privacy loss for 
individuals, and transparency about protective methods, privacy guarantees, and the 
accuracy of analytical results.

KEY CONCLUSIONS

Privacy does not occur by accident 
and must not be an afterthought.

Strong anonymization  
mitigates harm. 
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